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Americans Died Just Before
Dawn And So Many Parents

Participated In The Murders Of
Their Own Children!

- If The WHO Gets Their Way, We
Soon Might Not Have The Choice To

Get Vaxxed Or Not!

By Stefan Stanford - All News Pipeline
- Live Free Or Die

One alarming story this morning comes
to us from the Daily Mail and reports a
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21-year-old offensive lineman from the
Air Force football team has passed
away after a medical emergency, and
while that story doesn't give us a
reason why with an investigation being
launched by the Air Force, all of the
top-voted comments on the story tell us
the most likely reason why. 

As the top-voted comment by more
than a 20 to 1 margin pointed out,
"Young men dropping like fly's. Let
me guess, myocarditis?" With the #2
voted comment by a nearly equally
margin pointing out, "Unprecedented
numbers of very young people
dying suddenly and unexpectedly.
But I'm sure it has nothing to do
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with that totally safe experimental
vaccine everyone's been forced to
get," we're going to be taking a look
within this story at the scientific reason
why so many young people are not
only dying suddenly while during sports
competition, but dying suddenly and
without warning in their sleep, and
quite often, dying just before dawn. 

This past week has brought us
numerous heartbreaking stories from
across America of young and 'healthy'
people dying suddenly and without any
warning signs at all and with the next
top-voted comment on that story
pointed out "Let me take a stab at
what happened...forced jab.
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Disgusting. RIP young man," the next
comment hit the nail right on the head:
"What. Have. We. Done?"

Well if you were to ask former Ronald
Reagan Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury Paul Craig Roberts 'what they
have done' he'd tell you bluntly, "the
COVID vax is an intentional effort at
world genocide." Reporting that never
before in US history have we seen so
many deaths following a 'vax,'
especially deaths of  children, young
adults, athletes in their prime and
entertainers just dropping dead “cause
unknown” following a vax, this new
story over at Dr. Paul Elias Alexander's
Newsletter tells us the most likely
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reason why.

Titled "'Dying just before dawn' due
to catecholamine surge signally it is
time to wake (rise); same happens in
physical exercise as well as waking
from sleep & heart damaged by
myocarditis due to vaccine or
infection is at risk to this dopamine,
epinephrine surge (exercising or
waking from sleep)," Dr. Alexander
reports Dr. Peter McCullough has
written about this as a cardiologist and
expert and has some very alarming
words as a heart expert. From that
story we see why so many young
Americans are dying just before
dawn.: 
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In simple: 

i) when people—especially young
people—die in their sleep the
underlying cause is often myocarditis. 

ii)Myocarditis, which is inflammation of
the heart, can lead to irregular heart
rhythms that can be lethal without
immediate treatment. 

iii)counterintuitive as it may seem,
sudden deaths that happen during
sleep are biochemically similar to the
sudden deaths during or just after
vigorous exercise. 

iv)because of a surge in
catecholamines during the end of the
sleep cycle. This natural biochemical
change is the body’s signal to wake
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up. 

v)Catecholamines (dopamine,
epinephrine, and norepinephrine) are
hormones that are made by the
adrenal glands. They are released into
the body in response to physical
exertion or emotional stress. But they
are also released during sleep, just
before waking, as a signal to the body
and the brain that it is time to get up. 

vi)Catecholamines can increase our
heart rate, blood pressure, and
breathing rate. 

vii)A surge in dopamine, epinephrine,
and norepinephrine, even if the surge
occurs during sleep or during exercise,
can cause stress and duress to the
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heart and can cause it to beat
arrhythmically. 

viii)We are arguing it is very likely the
case that when a child or teen or young
person has a heart damaged by
infection or the COVID gene therapy
injection (as well as via other causes),
then the rapid elevation and spike in
dopamine, epinephrine, or
norepinephrine can be catastrophic. It
can be lethal and cause death.
McCullough likens this to a
phenomenon where people are dying
‘just before dawn’. He argues that this
is more probably due to undiagnosed
or asymptomatic vaccine-induced
myocarditis where there is residual
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scarring (death) of heart muscle cells
etc. These cells do not replenish. 

ix) Myocarditis is very serious
particularly because it is often
‘silent’. As such, if the heart muscle
is scarred due to a bout of
myocarditis post mRNA COVID
injection, and the situation is silent,
asymptomatic, and the young
person is not warned that they
cannot exert themselves post
myocarditis bout, and they then go
on to exercise, then this can cause a
catastrophic failure in the heart. The
surge in dopamine, epinephrine, and
norepinephrine (Catecholamines) can
cause extreme stress on the heart and
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remember, there is scarring so there is
dead non-functional heart myocardial
cells/tissue/muscle. The result can be
sudden death. You can and some do
die in their sleep just before dawn
as the call to rise mirrors exercise
and exertion in terms of
catecholamine surge.

So while we here at ANP are NOT
medical doctors, nor are we offering
medical advice, we are more than
willing to report this information that is
being highly censored, kept away from
the American people by our own
'mainstream media' and by the 'big
pharma mafia' that created this 'kill
shot'. 
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(ANP FUNDRAISER: First of all, ANP
wants to thank everybody who recently
donated to ANP during our emergency
fundraising drive. You absolutely
amazing people got us out of a huge
mess due to heavy censorship by 'big
tech' upon ANP articles, so HUGE
THANK YOU'S go out to everybody
who recently donated as well as to
everybody who has donated to ANP
over the years. With donations and ad
revenue all that keep ANP online, if
you're able, please consider donating
to ANP to help keep us in this fight for
America's future at this absolutely
critical time in US history. During a time
of systematic, 'big tech' censorship and
widespread institutional corruption,
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truth-seeking media and alternative
views are crucial, and EVERY little bit
helps more than you could know!)

As former Reagan Assistant Secretary
of the Treasury Paul Craig Roberts
warns in this story, the 'vax effort' is
nothing but an attempt at global
genocide happening at a time when the
globalists believe our world is vastly
overpopulated and that to 'sustain' the
masses, it'll also have to get rid of a
whole lot of people. 

Reporting that in many of these cases,
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such as the recent death of a 17-year-
old in Ohio who died from a heart
attack, the causes are being ruled as
'unknown,' anybody who's paying the
least bit attention knows that all of
these 'sudden and mysterious deaths'
didn't start up until the vax was rolled
out.

Warning also that people all over the
world are so stupid and so blindly
trusting of authority, we can see why
the Satanic Bill Gates and Satanic
Klaus Schwab are confident that they
can succeed in reducing the world
population and effecting their Great
Reset, we here at ANP have argued
time and again that if Gates and
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Schwab and the globalists are so set
on 'reducing the global population,'
they should show the rest of the world
how it's done and start off with their
lousy selves. From that story.: 

Never before have there been
massive excess deaths following
vaccination. 

Never before have there been children,
young adults, athletes in their prime,
entertainers, dropping dead “cause
unknown” following vaccination. 

Of course, the cause is known. The
leading doctors and medical scientists
of our time–which excludes health
agency bureaucrats, such as Fauci,
who serve as marketing agents for Big
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Pharma and corrupt, politicized state
medical boards and HMOs–have
explained why and how the mRNA
“vaccines,” which are not vaccines, kill,
destroy the immune system, and cause
health injuries. What is not known is
why some die immediately after
receiving the deadly substance, others
a month later, and others remain, so
far, alive. Some researchers think the
content of the “vaccines” differed by lot,
and some think some of the jabs were
placebos for the purpose of producing
an uninjured cadre to tout the safety of
the jabs. 

Professor Michel Chossudovsky has
collected here a number of videos
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documenting the widespread
sufferings and deaths of the
vaccinated. It is not the
unvaccinated who are
“mysteriously” dropping dead all
over the world. It is the vaccinated.
Yet the coverup continues. 

The western media–a collection of
whores–are at work covering up for
themselves as well as for Fauci,
Biden, Bill Gates, Big Pharma, the
FDA, NIH, CDC, and the utterly
corrupt and irresponsible medical
profession. Big Pharma and the FDA
continue to push jabbing babies
with the killer vaccine, and there are
still parents so utterly stupid and
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insouciant that they participate in
the murder of their own children.

Yet while we, thankfully, have the
'choice' now about whether we want to
get vaxxed or not, with the choice to
quit our jobs possibly our best
alternative, we may not soon have that
choice if the World Health Organization
gets their way as we'll explore in the
final section of this story below. And
knowing how I fought as a young child
against a forced vax after I was left
unable to walk for several weeks after
a previous one tells you just how hard
I'll fight to make sure I don't get 'forced
vax' with their 'kill shot'. 'My body, my
choice,' isn't that what you say,
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liberals? 

Read also in full from the Epoch Times:

Why Heart Attacks Happen—Expert
Shares Key Reason

Deadline Passes for Pfizer to Submit
Results of Post-Vaccination Heart
Inflammation Study to US Regulators

Chances of Reenlistment Unclear for
Discharged Troops After Pentagon
Rescinds COVID-19 Vaccine Mandate

As Kathleen Gotto had reported in this
ANP story back on December 20th of
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2022 titled "As The Globalists Show Us
The Script For Their 'Next Pandemic,'
The Release Of Their Next
Bioweapons Are Dead Ahead
Considering All Hell Broke Loose Just
Months After Event 201 - Bill Gates
And The WHO Just Held More
'Exercises' Simulating The Annihilation
Of Mankind," if the past is any
indication, we can already see the next
'pandemic' to hit us.

With Gates and the globalists holding
'exercises' in which they foresaw a
pandemic in 2025 that would consist of
severe respiratory illnesses in young
children and younger people, we
should remember that back in October
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of 2019, they held the 'Event 201
exercises,' which preceded COVID by
mere weeks. 

So now, with not enough people taking
their 'kill shot concoction,' especially
after the people finally started to
awaken and realize those shots aren't
doing them any good what-so-ever,
they've got to unveil a new 'scheme' to
get more people to take their shots with
Gotto warning bluntly of what they're
calling for, bold and decisive actions,
against the 'next pandemic'.:  

In considering why the 2025 date was
used, a few things come to mind. One
is that it is a date far enough in the
future to dissuade any immediate
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analysis of it. Another more likely
thought is that the globalists need
two years to prepare the
groundwork for the net result of a
2025 extremely deadly pandemic. 

A new, more deadly and contagious
virus would need to be perfected if it
is not already. The globalists would
need to plan for mass inoculation
against the new bioweapon they
have created. They would likely
need to round up dissenters
(decisive and bold action?) and
have “holding centers” available for
what could be large numbers of
people who will see what is really
happening and will resist. 
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The globalists would be better
equipped to enforce their dictates and
control the populace if Central Bank
Digital Currency is rolled out nationally
by then in order to levy complete
financial control over people. They
would probably have vaccine
passports rolled out by 2025 to
complete their control over a global
population.

And as we mentioned briefly above,
the globalists and the WHO are
planning on doing just that, holding
'secret meetings' now to take away the
'health rights' of Americans and people
all across the world and make us all
subject to their 'health dictates' as also
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heard in the final video at the bottom of
this story.

So who reading this is ready to turn
over their own, personal health
decisions to a global government body
that obviously isn't paying attention to
the disastrous vax rollout, unless they
actually WANT young people to be
dying as quickly as they are in
2022/2023? Yeah, we won't do that,
either. 

Each of the videos below take a look at
one aspect or another of this story, with
the 1st video below from Mike Adams
taking a look at their decoding of the
luciferian globalists playbook to
'exterminate' the human race while Dr.
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Jane Ruby in the 2nd video warns us
there are now dead bodies all over the
place. With Dr. McCullough warning in
the 3rd video that twitter actually HID
the truth from the American people to
prop up Pfizer's stocks, we hear more
about those secret WHO meetings in
the final video below. 

ANP FUNDRAISER: With non-stop
censorship and 'big tech' attacks
upon independent media, donations
from readers are absolutely critical
in keeping All News Pipeline online.
So if you like stories like this, please
consider donating to ANP.

All donations are greatly
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appreciated and will absolutely be
used to keep us in this fight for the

future of America.
Thank you and God Bless. Susan

and Stefan.

PLEASE HELP KEEP ANP ALIVE BY
DONATING USING ONE OF THE

FOLLOWING METHODS.
One time donations or monthly, via

Paypal or Credit Card:

Or https://www.paypal.me
/AllNewsPipeLine

OR Donate to ANP via Subscribestar
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Donate Via Snail Mail

Checks or money orders made
payable to Stefan Stanford or Susan

Duclos can be sent to:

P.O. Box 575
McHenry, MD. 21541
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